Discover How to Build
GREAT Leaders and GOOD People…
To engage your employees, grow your business,
and make a big impact on the world.

JOHNHAWKINS
MOTIVATE. EQUIP. TRANSFORM.
“The impact
he makes on
people is beyond
inspirational.”

“John does
his homework
delivering relevant
information.”

Elaine Szetto, Western
Alliance Bancorp

George Lezon
LINE-X

“That was one of
the best trainings
I have ever
witnessed.”

“He excels in
developing
leadership traits.”

“The growth seen
in my team was
incredible.”

Brad Keller
Youth Alive Network

Samantha Styger
LINE-X

“John is a dynamic,
brilliant speaker!”

Scott Mickelson
Dawson Comm. College

Rosa Pizzuto
Stryker

“He took the time
to get to know our
business and our
people.”
Mike Donilon
Seaworld Parks

Good leaders aren’t always good people. Sometimes, they’re leading by force
rather than merit, and sometimes the trouble they cause isn’t worth the value they
bring.
John Hawkins believes that it’s entirely possible to be a great leader AND a
great person - to truly inspire the people around you to follow you willingly,
rather than forcing your leadership based on position or title.
And with today’s emerging leaders, creating followers from passion is more
exciting than simply leading a team who doesn’t care.
John’s unique presentation content combined with his lifetime of
experience means that he can help your organization’s emerging
leaders rise above the expectations and become the leaders they
themselves would love to follow.

John Hawkins is the author of
Expect Greatness Living a Life of Excellence.

John Hawkins has presented to over 400 groups in 20
countries, including major corporations, universities,
churches and non-profits. He has worked with numerous
Fortune 500 clients and Among his clients and audiences
include Stryker, IBM, Microsoft, LINE-X, Barry University, etc.
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PRESENTATIONS
FROM THE BEACHES TO THE BOARDROOM:
Just as the power of the ocean lies deep beneath its surface, so does the power in your attendees’
leaders. This presentation ties the overwhelming intensity and power of the ocean and how you can
increase the productivity of your leaders by building credibility, capability and influence. The strategies that
John will share with your audience are critical for building and sustaining a highly successful organization.
This story- and anecdote-filled presentation will show your attendees:
• How to grow their leaders in any environment by implementing John’s 7 High Value strategies,
techniques and tools that create a huge wave of momentum…
• What they must focus on to take their business to the next level and keep it moving forward…
• Where the true power in their leaders truly lies and how to tap into it in a way that truly impacts
the world around them…

BE THE VOICE, NOT THE ECHO:
7 ways to supercharge your leadership arsenal
A recent study came back with some astonishing results showing the crisis of leadership in today’s
companies. Over 60% of today’s leaders experience burnout. 84% of organizations anticipate a shortfall
of leaders in the next 5 years. Only 18% of organizations say their leaders are “very effective” at meeting
business goals. This real conversation is about how your leaders can develop a crystal clear, laser-focused
vision and deliver measurable results.
In this session, your attendees will discover:
• The #1 cause of leadership burnout (and more importantly, how to avoid it)…
• Where their best future leaders are hiding-in-plain sight… and how to find and prepare them for
their new roles…
• How to get their leaders to fully support their business goals (and how to inspire their employees
to follow!)…

EXPECT GREATNESS
7 strategies for your leaders to get to the top...and to stay there!
Top tier leaders demonstrate specific characteristics, skills, attitudes and behaviors. Things like discipline,
integrity, servanthood, humility, respect, vision, communication, teamwork, and ethics. This thought-provoking
and motivating session will help attendees understand what is required to be a highly effective leader.
Your attendees will discover:
• How to become not just a great leader, but a good person… and the obstacles they may face along
the way…
• What separates great leaders from mediocre ones (so they can continually be striving for greatness)…
• The #1 thing that all great leaders MUST have to succeed (and how to develop it in themselves and
their team!)…

To discover how John can help your emerging leaders
make the most of their opportunity and abilities,

Call (386) 243-9329 or E-mail jhawkins@triwise.com.
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